
FUNcube-1  

The First 8 months 



DNEPR Rocket 



The team 



Boot Up Sequence 

MCU Boots Up 
 
Is internal software flag set to ‘you are in space’? 
 
Is ABF plug fitted? 
 
Are the antennas undeployed? 
 
Wait 10 minutes 
 
Deploy antennas  



Antenna Deployment Test 
4 Nov 2012 



Final Final Testing & POD Stuffing 



Tha Launch Logo 



Yasney - 1 



Yasney - 2 



Yasney - 3 



Yasney - 3 



Predicted trajectory by G0MRF 
The first orbit of Funcube.     

Satellite position is apx location 1226 seconds from launch.     Inclination 98.2 degrees.     Launch to SW 

 
 



The launch Time Table 

1m 55sec. 2nd stage thruster ignited, 1st stage shut down and separated.  
 
2m 00sec Rocket tlm received by ground station in Baikonir 
 
4m 45 sec. 2nd stage shut down, upper stage ignites 
 
6m 6 sec. Upper Fairing ejected 
 
8m 20 sec. Tlm now received by mobile station in Oman 
 
15 m 20 secs. First payload (SkySat-1) separated – subsequent payloads 
 at approx 2-5 sec intervals. 
 



Launch Simulation 



Launch Video 800 m camera 



Bletchley Park Control Station 



National Radio Centre 



Lift Off 



The first packet arrives in the 
Warehouse from South Africa 



First Pass at BP 



Second Pass at BP 



First Transponder Test 



The Warehouse 



The Warehouse 



Warehouse Stats 

Now storing over 256 MBs of data 
 
Captured virtually all of the WOD 
 
Captured approx 25% of all tlm transmitted by the spacecraft 
 
Over 650 stations world wide of contributed 
 
One millionth packet submitted by G0EID, OM3BC, and DL3SER 
 
 
 



The Warehouse 



Warehouse Heat Map 



Mode Switching 
Eclipse sensor automatically puts FUNcube into ‘Education Mode’ (High power beacon only) 
And into ‘Amateur Mode’ (Low power beacon plus transponder when sat is in eclipse. 
 
Realised that in Northern hemisphere during summer months availability  
of the transponder would be extremely low 
 
Decision made in April to mannually command FUNcube into continuous Amateur Mode  
during weekends (ie Friday evening to Sunday evening UK time) 
 
Requires manual commanding, ie subject to availability of ground station/operator 
 
Some weekends we have left on Education Mode to facilitate demos etc, eg Lecture 
at Royal Institute, London, YOTA weekend, and this weekend 
 
 



Spin Rate – Colin VK5HI 



Spin Rate – Colin VK5HI 



Any Failures? 

Not that we know of! 
 
But we haven't tried out all the commands, if it ain’t broke dont fix it. 
 
On the day after launch, everything seemed to work OK, eg eclipse switch,  
all the tlm Chans, so we simply left things 
 
Some of the commands which take a relatively long time to transmit often need  
sending more that once, eg new Fitter Message 
 
BUT . . .  



BUT . . . 



Lessons - 1  

•The team must define the scope of the project early on and STICK TO IT. This should help ensure 

no mission creep and no deleted objectives. 

•FUNcube-1 had two clearly defined missions and we stuck to them. 

•A proper document management and approval process is vital...get a documentation geek 

involved in the team as soon as you can.  

•Document things before you build anything and then as the build takes place. Carefully document 

the “as built” spacecraft and perform a detailed check against original design documents. 

•Test everything many times..Both software and hardware.  Test it again after ANY change has 

been made. Long duration testing is vital to validate all watchdog timers and software resilience. 

•End to end testing using the radio links is the best way to avoid unpleasant surprises later. Also 

test simulated Doppler and weak/variable signal strengths 

•Thermal testing, even if in air, is really vital. The inside temps in a CubeSat go up and down by big 

numbers.  I2C buses have been known to stop at temperature extremes and oscillator frequencies 

change. 

•Ensure that all variable parameters, eg timeouts which can be set by ground command, are 

reported in the telemetry stream. 

•Don’t believe all manufacturers’ claims/specs/promises. Don’t infer or assume anything – check 

with them for precise information. 



Lessons - 2  
• If we had only done a protoflight we would have had a disaster. 

•I2C issues – only have the pull ups at the master. 3.3k ohm seems to be a good value for 1U.  

Multimastering is reported to be not a good idea. 

 

•Be careful with header locations – think how they will work after assembly. We didn’t 

•Good and regular communication between the various team members is vital to ensure that the  

interfaces between the boards and sub-systems actually work correctly. 

•Identify the skills shortages in the team and play to your strengths – use this data to inform your 

build/buy decisions. 

•Weekly Skype meetings and regular Face2Face meeting were vital with our geographically spread 

team. 

•Consider which commands you will want/need during flight. Also be certain about what telemetry 

channels. Currently we are really really missing Whole Orbit Data of the battery temperature. ' 

 

•Make sure that all variable parameters, eg time outs which can be set by ground command, are 

reported in the telemetry stream. 

•Always consider how to design out risk or at least to mitigate it. 

•Remember that simple stuff can be FUN. 

 



Thank you for your attention! 


